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Editor’s Desk

Editor’s Desk
Hello and Namaskar.
This 20th Issue of our Quarterly
Newsletter VSM CONNECT comes to you
with the blessings of Lord Ganesha whose
festival we just celebrated in a much
better environment all around. The
curtailment of fresh cases of Corona
infections, rapid vaccination and faster
patient response have made a positive
impact overall and has helped all of us to
look forward to better days ahead,
provided we exercise caution & observe
Corona appropriate norms without
compromise.
VSM has been running a donation
campaign since the last 3 years –
“Utsavatoon
Samajakade”
(From
Festivities to Society) and this year too we
are conducting a donation drive virtually
through the months of festivities i.e.
starting from Ganapati Festival and
ending by Diwali. All of you must have
received our appeal for this campaign and
we earnestly request you along with your
friends, relatives, colleagues in work
places to contribute handsomely for this
noble cause.

On the academic front too, things are
looking better with Entrance exams for
professional courses taking place and
other professional examination schedules
being announced; with a glimmer of hope
that schools/colleges may move to oﬄine
mode from next year.
The current issue of VSM CONNECT
covers the following topics:
• Main Feature: “Evolution of VSM’s Career
Guidance Teams” – Fine Arts, Commerce
and Social Work teams
• Side Feature: VSM’s 13th Vardhaapan
Diwas (Foundation Day) celebration on
15th August 2021
• VSM Alumni Corner
• Other regular features such as Calendar
of Events and VSM in numbers.
We keenly look forward to your valuable
suggestions for making this Newsletter
better & more meaningful and build a
bridge between VSM and the Donor/
Well-wisher community.
Till we meet next in January 2022, we wish
you & your families a Happy Dussehra and
Joyful Diwali!
Thank you.
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Fine Arts Team

Main Story
Fine Arts Team

While Vidyadaan Sahhayak Mandal’s Fine
Art and Applied Art branch came into
being in 2012-2013, it was not an
independent branch then. I (Radha
Ambekar) was teaching in Raheja College
and a student in my class was being
funded by VSM. Though I didn’t have much
knowledge about the organisation at that
time, there was a curiosity within me to
know more. It was the ﬁrst time she had
taken a recommendation letter from me.
And that’s when several questions came
into my mind. What was this organisation
which was paying for the education of the
economically backward students? Who
are the people behind this organisation
who were concerned about educating
these children? However, in the present
times, there can be no better charity than
when an organisation comes forward to

help these students stand on their own
feet by facilitating their education.
In the year 2014, I garnered all the
information about the organisation from
my sister who was associated with VSM
for a long time as a volunteer and a
mentor. She informed me that if I ever had
a student in my college, who required
ﬁnancial aid, the organisation would help
them. I already had faith in the capability
of some children and immediately began
suggesting names of students who
needed help. This move saw the formal
commencement of the art branch. In 2015,
more students from ﬁne art
were
enrolled in VSM. In these two years, I only
played the role of recommending names
of deserving students and had not yet got
involved as a Volunteer.

Pot Art by VSM Fine Arts Team
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Fine Arts Team
I was truly drawn towards the noble
working style of VSM and the family kind
of bonding and great determination of
the organisation and in 2016 I joined them
as a Volunteer & Mentor. The students
were getting good counselling. I could see
the change in the students’ demeanourthe way they talked and behaved had
changed. They were brimming with
self-conﬁdence. In 2016, 9 new students
from Raheja School of Arts found their
way into VSM. These students were also
intelligent and hardworking. In fact,
couple of them even participated in
numerous University level competitions
and won international awards. During the
COVID lockdown, they won four prizes in
an online competition organised by IIT
Mumbai. Few others were also among the
students who won laurels in various
competitions. What’s more, on the
completion of their course, they also
bagged lucrative jobs. They continue to

hold responsible positions in their
respective jobs. This gesture of helping
them ﬁnancially and emotionally talks
volumes about the faith the organisation
has in the student. In January 2019, VSM
sponsored students for a summit in
Indapur called Aakar Pot Art and the
entire cost of the travel and stay of the
students was taken care of by VSM.
Twentythree students beneﬁtted by this
summit. They created beautiful art from
soil on the topic of Majhe Pratibimb (My
Reﬂection). The experience was an
enriching and memorable one for the
students.
When Poonam Pandit and Vaishali Saraf
joined Fine Arts Career Guidance Team,
there was a renewed vigour in the
organisation. It was during this time that
the organisation introduced the concept
of ALPS Goals, which proved very helpful
to the students. Several sessions were
held to widen their perspective – like

Work of Fine Arts Student Sagar Aeer
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Fine Arts Team
encouraging them to read books, have
open discussions, put across their views
on various topics, encourage English
speaking, as also guiding them about the
use of technology in the ﬁeld of art. They
are deﬁnitely beneﬁting from these
sessions & learning soft skills.
The students continue to do internship
and freelance work along with their
studies and have ventured into diversiﬁed
ﬁelds such as short ﬁlms, designing,
landscape
drawings/paintings,
Wall
murals etc. Even if VSM is paying for their
education, they are trying to be ﬁnancially
independent and helping their families
economically with the help of art.
However, while they continue with their
career pursuits, the Career Team is always
analysing their academic progress. They
are aware that neglecting their studies
will not be encouraged.

Recently, under the guidance of Mr
Kishore Gonate, the students put their
hearts into the creation of the new logo
for VSM which was unveiled on 15th
August 2021. Many students of the Fine
Arts department have also taken
responsibility of the organisation’s social
media and are in the forefront when it
comes to VSM’s various social media
designs.
With the presence of 19 students
currently, we are looking at a strength of
another 10/15 students for the next
academic year 2021-22. The Fine Arts
department is growing by leaps and
bounds with every passing day. It is a
source of immense joy for the Fine Arts
Team to witness the seed of art blossom
into the wish fulﬁlling tree.

Dipesh Panchal’s Water Colour with Certificate
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Commerce Team

Commerce Career
Guidance Team
VSM has been attracting a large number
of students right from inception for a
career in Commerce stream. In the earlier
years more than 50% students were from
Shahapur & Murbad Talukas and for them
earning a job and getting some ﬁnancial
stability was of prime importance. Thus,
the Commerce Career Guidance Team
came into force in 2017-18 with 4 team
members. There were about 45 to 50
commerce students in total.
In the very ﬁrst year, we had started with
a Career Counselling workshop for all
students to make them aware about the
various career options. To follow up on
this, one to one counselling was done only
for 12th and TY students. Few students
were oﬀered PGD courses. Students
aspiring for Govt Jobs were given
coaching by our In-house faculties.
The following year, we started individual
one on one counselling for all students.

Doubt solving sessions were conducted
not only at Thane but Shahapur too by
visiting Shahapur on week-ends. Students
were made aware of job opportunities in
the Public sector. More emphasis was
given to prepare students for competitive
exams in Banking, Insurance etc. Nearly 30
students took advantage of these
sessions and a few were able to clear
entrance exams. Mock interviews were
arranged for ﬁnal year students.
Moving forward, we were more elaborate
in our approach. Based on academic
performance and add-on skills, students
were categorized into average, above
average and outstanding levels.
Average Students securing B+ grade. Few students
in this category were oﬀered vocational
course, along with completing B Com.
Other students were placed with
CA/Financial/HR/Legal /Tax consultants
for doing part time jobs in & around
Thane.

Banking Exam Class in progress
vsmthane.org
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Commerce Team
Above average:
A grade students. These students were
counselled to go for Self-ﬁnancing
courses (BAF, BBI & BMS) in colleges
oﬀering good placements.
Outstanding:
Students in this category were counselled
for professional courses. e.g. CA, ICWA, CS
etc.
In order to pursue further education in
good colleges & to work part time,
students
from
Shahapur
were
accommodated in Thane hostels. Other
activities
for
grooming
students
continued.
While doing all this, we observed that
students pursuing Plain B.Com. were
ﬁnding it diﬃcult to get good jobs after
graduation. Thus, the main challenge was
to ﬁnd job-oriented courses oﬀered by
reputed institutes. We were about to
begin our hunt for such institutions, but
unfortunately due to the Pandemic our
activities got a setback. However, we
converted this challenge into opportunity

with the help of a digital platform. It was
actually during this Covid period that the
Commerce team evolved in its true sense.
Students too have taken maximum
beneﬁt of our below mentioned online
courses:
1. Online lectures for 11th std to SY B.Com.
through external and in-house
faculties.
2. Internship modules for SY/TY students
including soft skills, grooming for
interviews and oﬄine exposure in
industrial and commercial practices
essential from job perspective.
3. Computer skills sessions - Students
were trained in MS Oﬃce, Tally, Internet
concepts, PPT etc.
4. Coaching for Bank Exams was
conducted throughout for Maths,
Logical reasoning and English.
5. A special session on strategy to crack
exams for Government Jobs was
conducted by Shri Suhas Patil, Retired
Assistant Commissioner of Central
Govt’s Excise Dept.

Commerce Students Orientation Programme
vsmthane.org
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Commerce Team
6. Financial literacy workshop for Basic
banking and various social schemes
ﬂoated by Government were explained.
Due to all these eﬀorts taken for overall
progress and development of students
we have pleasure in stating that Our 6
students completed CA intermediate and
are pursuing ﬁnal level, 1 student
competed CS Intermediate and is
pursuing ﬁnal level, 2 students
successfully completed Travel Course and
secured good jobs; nearly 10 students are
employed in good ﬁrms/Companies and
are earning decent salaries.

In the current FY 2021-22, learning from
past experience, we realized the need to
ﬁnd out courses which would give more
exposure in learning as well as ensure job
procurement. We have now done research
on various job-oriented degree courses
and vocational courses oﬀered by good
Institutes and have personally visited
these Institutes and working on this front.
We aim that after graduation, our
students secure a decent job with a good
salary, become self- reliant and support
his/her family. VSM would also consider
supporting them with relevant PG courses
for ambitious and deserving students.

Prakashman Swapne- Jayesh Dhanke
(Refer Page 10)
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VSM Social Work Team

VSM
Social Work Team
The VSM Social work team is one of our
youngest teams, which completed one
year in July 2021.
The 1st Social Work student was enrolled
in VSM in May 2015 and gradually the
number increased to 19 in 2020. The need
for a dedicated team was felt to impart
eﬀective guidance to the students and
the “VSM Social Work Team” was
constituted in July 2020. The team started
functioning under the able guidance of Dr.
Veena Joshi along with Suvedh Jaywant,
our young volunteer, who had been single
handedly helping the social work students
earlier.
As Suvedh had to pursue his higher
education abroad, the team was
reconstituted in June 2021 and now
comprises
Dr.
Veena
Joshi,
Mr.
Ramchandra Deshpande and Nayana
Mallapurkar.
Presently, the total number of students
are 24 (MSW- 19 & BSW - 5) pursuing their
education across locations like Mumbai,
Satara and Nagpur in reputed colleges like
TISS (Tata Institute of Social Sciences),
Nirmala Niketan, SNDT and Yashwantrao
College of Social Work etc. Plans are afoot
to enroll few more deserving students in
this academic year.
Speciﬁc enrollment goals were laid down
for 2021 admissions. In addition to the
academic criteria, students were selected

vsmthane.org
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based on their learning from ﬁeld work,
Internships & jobs, their conﬁdence, oral
communication skills and their passion
towards social work.
Due to the corona pandemic, all the
events of this new team had to be carried
out virtually. Keeping students’ interests
in mind, events like explanation of Goals,
celebration of World Social Work Day,
arrangement of Impact Assessment
courses and guest lectures by experts
from
Institutes/Companies
were
arranged. A talk from the founder of
APSWDP (Association of Professional
Social Workers and Development
Practitioners) explained in depth about
working in various social welfare
domains. Knowledge and experience
sharing about the Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) was very well
covered in the invited talk by Head of the
CSR division at Forbes Marshal.
Internships and ﬁeld work is an important
part of the social work curriculum & the
senior students are encouraged to share
their experiences with their junior VSM
students. Exit interviews of the outgoing
students and giving a fond farewell to the
passing out batch helps in experience
sharing and sustained bonding with the
alumni and this is part & parcel of the
social work team.
To encourage students and build a
research aptitude in students, The “Best
Research Paper Award” was instilled &
given to two students, in the memory of

vsmthane
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VSM Social Work Team
our founder late Shri. Gopal Athavale.

the best Field Work in 2020.

Under the able guidance of Dr. Veena
Joshi, for the ﬁrst time VSM students’
work was published in the reputed journal
viz. Vidyavarta, Multilingual International
Peer Reviewed Journal.

Hundred percent of this year’s passed out
students have already got jobs & are
working in various social organizations/
NGOs viz Drishtee Foundation, Stree Mukti
Sanghatana, Watershed Org. Trust etc and
contributing
eﬀectively
for
the
upliftment of society, adhering to the
values inculcated in them by VSM.

It was a proud moment for VSM when our
MSW student from TISS Ms. Ashwini
Kamble
received
the
prestigious
Meenakshi Apte Prize of Rs 25000/- for

Ashwini Kamble with a Mahila Bachat Gat

Durga Mandhare

Best Research Award_1-Durga Mandhare
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The 13th foundation day of VSM

Side Feature
The 13 th
Foundation day of
VSM

The 15 th of August is a special day for all
Indians and for VSM and its members, the
joy was doubled as the organisation
celebrated its 13 th Foundation Day on the
same day. The online event, ably hosted by
VSM alumni Gauri Vaidya and Bharat
Kadam, was streamed live on Facebook.
The melodious rendition of the Vidyadaan
song marked the beginning of the
inspiring evening.
An air of positivity and new beginnings
rented as VSM unveiled its new logo. A
group of creative minds - Apoorva Vaidya,
Gorakhnath Jagtap and Shubham Sakpal
headed by Mr Kishor Gonate and Radha
Ambekar from the Fine Arts Team, had
come together to create the brand-new
logo. The motivating message –
‘Transforming Through Mentoring’, and
the new logo will now be synonymous
with the identity of VSM.

Ms. Dipali Sirpotdar took the ﬂoor then
and presented VSM’s Annual Report
through a beautiful presentation of the
year gone by. In the segment, titled,
‘Vaarshik Aadhava’, she analysed the
challenging year 2020-21 by giving details
of work being done in the area of ﬁnance
and accounts, donor engagement,
capacity building, the admission process,
students’ hostels, media outreach,
volunteer empowerment and nurturing of
students during the pandemic through
team events and interventions.
Next, it was the turn of the shining stars
of VSM – its students, to take centre stage.
VSM’s proud alumni spoke about their
achievements and lauded VSM and their
mentors for their undying support in
making sure they succeeded in their
educational pursuits and instilling in them
the need to dream big. This session was
conceptualized by Dr Anita Mokashi, Dr.
Archana Damle and Vinit Dhupkar from
Medico and Science Teams. Some
students who spoke were Jayesh Dhanke
from Shahpur Taluka, who is currently in
his ﬁnal year of CA; Gorakhnath Jagtap –
who works in an advertising agency,

New VSM Logo
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The 13th foundation day of VSM
Yogesh Tembe – an engineer working at
the cyber security company, Forcepoint;
and Ashwini Kamble –who has joined the
celebrated institute TISS to work in the
area of women empowerment. She is also
the recipient of the prestigious
Meenakshi Apte Puraskar for her work in
gender equality. The highlight of this part
of the evening was the mention of
Vaishnavi Kulkarni, a VSM Engineering
student, for having bagged a Rs. 23 Lacs
package at the multinational investment
bank, Goldman Sachs. No mean
achievement, indeed!
As the wonderful evening progressed
further, the baton was handed over to the
veritable backbones of VSM – the
Karykarta Palaks (KP), or mentors. Ms Jyoti
Patwardhan and Ms Meera Bhagwat
graciously preceded the session by
narrating interesting anecdotes dating
from the time the concept of KP
originated to their present objective,
Mission Chala Karyakarte Joduya (Come,
let’s add more volunteers). This, they felt,

was the need of the hour to bring more
and more deserving students into the
ever-expanding VSM fold.
The podium was then made available for
some new mentors to share their
experiences of their association with
VSM. The new KPs, Ms. Pallavi Muley, Mr.
Virendra Gharat, Dr. Geetanjali Chitnis, Mr.
Tushar Khaire and Mr. Vaibhav Pandit,
have become cherished members of the
VSM team in a very short time, and as
mentors, are involved mind, body, and
soul for the cause of the organisation and
its students. It is interesting to note that
both Tushar Khaire and Vaibhav Pandit
are themselves VSM alumni and have
made an awe-inspiring transition from
mentees to mentors.
Awards are doubtlessly an essential part
of any ceremony. It is a wonderful way to
endorse
and
encourage
people’s
achievements and hard work in any given
ﬁeld. And VSM, which has been tirelessly
working towards motivating deserving

Nurturing process at VSM
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The 13th foundation day of VSM
and deprived children to adopt the path
of education, has instituted the Late
Gopal Athavale Best Research Space
Paper Award under the Social Work
Outstanding Awards Series. The evening
saw VSM veteran Dr Veena Joshi present
the coveted award to Ms Durga Sudhakar
Mandhare from MSW for her paper, titled,
‘Study of the Mentally Ill People from
Yavatmal and Ghatangi Talukas’. The
second recipient of this prestigious award
was Mr Chetan Bhaskarrao Nandadhare
from MSW 1 for his paper, which was also
published in Vidyavarta, a multi-lingual
internationally referred journal.
Further, two diﬀerent voice overs in
Marathi and English were heard. They
spoke about Mission 2021, an initiative of
VSM focusing on the idea of ‘Festivities to
Society– Utsavatoon Samajakade.’ The
momentous evening saw the launch of
Mission 2021, even as the program

coinciding with Ganeshotsav season was
announced.
As VSM members went down memory
lane, reminiscing about the humble
beginnings and growth of VSM, it was a
proud moment for all to realise that the
organisation had expanded its noble
activities to six branches all over
Maharashtra! Mr. Subodh Jathar, member
of the manging committee, concluded by
laying the roadmap for VSM by reiterating
the urgent need to focus on areas like
digital technology, career guidance teams
and skill development.
As the function came to a close, people
were left with a feeling of zeal and
anticipation for better and bigger
milestones in the coming days for VSM.

Vaibhav Pandit Legal Team Lead

Reviewing The Year

Varshik Adhava
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Alumni Corner

“Cheers to those who stayed
behind.” – By Nikita Chitre

In 2015, I completed my B.Sc. in Chemistry
from Mumbai University. I got acceptance
to the M.Sc. (Chemistry) program at the
Institute of Chemical Technology (ICT)
Mumbai, formerly known as UDCT. It was a
great opportunity, but with the family and
ﬁnancial hurdles, it looked like a distant
dream to be a Scientist. Fortunately, my
professor from Birla College introduced
me to Vidyadaan Sahayyak Mandal, Thane
(VSM).
I still remember that day in 2015, when I
visited VSM’s Khopat oﬃce. It was past
oﬃce hours. Still, Geeta Mavashi and
Swati Mavashi stayed behind. At the end
of our meeting, Geeta Mavashi told me,
“You are now a part of the VSM family.” I
didn’t get the meaning of this at that time
but realized it much later.
VSM has played a crucial role in my life.
During 2015-17 at ICT, I was blessed to
have a KP like Mandakini Salvi Mavashi

Nikita at ICT Convocation
vsmthane.org
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and Govekar Mavshi. Later, while
relocating to Andheri for my job, she
helped me in my search for a rental place.
I always get the same warm welcome
every time I talk to her.
VSM instilled in me a sense of
responsibility and accountability. I was
very fortunate to stay at VSM’s girl’s
hostel. It saved me much needed time to
manage the heavy academic load at ICT
and the hassle of traveling. Every
weekend, KPs came to hostel to teach us
Yoga. Looking at them and their eﬀorts to
bring out the best in us, I felt assured that
“Life will get better.”
VSM gave me my ﬁrst opportunity to go
for a Shram-Daan Shibir. I travelled to
Chandrapur with other VSM students for
Shramsanskar Shibir at Somnaath Camp.
Keeping our beliefs and prejudices aside,
we helped to construct small dams and
worked as a Team towards one common
goal. This was my ﬁrst experience of
giving back a little to the society. It made
me realize that one doesn’t need to earn a
fortune to give back to the community. A

Nikita with her Mentor Mandakini Salvi
vsmthane
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small step, helping someone to cross a
road, gifting a student a good book,
volunteering at a social event can serve
the purpose; all that counts is our wish to
help each other.
VSM brought “Be frank” in my life, a
platform created by VSM students for
students. It gave voice to my thoughts, a
place where I could express my opinion.
VSM has always been the place where I
can ﬁnd myself and learn to be a better
version of it.
After M. Sc. at ICT, I got placement in R&D
division of BEC Chemicals, as a Junior
Research Associate. In 2018 I received the
“Rising Star Award” at BEC.
I have now shifted back to academics. I
started working on a project with a
professor at IIT Bombay. Within 9 months,
I decided to pursue my Ph.D. and applied
for a joint Ph.D. program hosted by IIT
Bombay and Monash University Australia.
Through a rigorous procedure of exam
and series of interviews, I was selected. In
January 2020, I started my Ph.D. in
Material science at IIT Bombay. Here, I
have the space and freedom to shape my
career and myself as an individual.
Now fast forward to 2021, when my
mother was critically ill. I got every
possible help from my fellow VSM Alumni.
VSM Alumni Paresh Patil, and his family
were always by my side in J.J. Hospital,
Mumbai, even when my relatives could
not visit us. Tejal Daundkar – another
Alumni, was of great help with her

vsmthane.org
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contacts at J.J. Hospital. My mother
recovered and safely returned home. At
VSM I always feel at home, knowing I have
people to rely on from my VSM family.
Steve Jobs once said, “You can’t connect
the dots looking forward; you can only
connect them looking backward. So you
have to trust that the dots will somehow
connect in your future.”
Looking back, I now realize, reaching this
stage of my life was made possible
because one day Geeta Mavashi and Swati
Mavashi thought of staying back after
oﬃce hours to interview this girl, who was
all set to give up on her dreams. And I am
thankful they did, hence “Cheers to those
who stayed behind…!”

Nikita today at IIT Mumbai PhD programme
vsmthane
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“VSM transformed me and
made me hungry
for education.”
“When you connect to VSM,
you keep connecting to
good people.”- Anand Sapate

I am Anand Gurunath Sapate. During 1970
the drought period, my grandfather
migrated from small the town of Kevad in
Beed district of Maharashtra to Thane,
seeking better means of livelihood. I am
born and brought up in Thane. My father
has 30% disability, so he works as a
watchman and mother works in a grocery
shop. I studied in Maharashtra Vidyalay,
Thane. After 10th I went for Commerce,
willingly supporting myself by doing odd
jobs such as a watchman, courier-boy etc.
I had no career plans. I just wanted to get
a B. Com. degree and help the family
household. However, in the Second year
of college it became evident that my
modest dream might not be fulﬁlled,
without ﬁnancial support.

VSM came to my rescue and I could
complete my course. VSM gave me much
more than just ﬁnancial aid. They became
my family, and each member of VSM
family taught me an invaluable lesson. My
ﬁrst KP was Bhau-Ajoba Nanivadekar. He
taught
me
punctuality,
proper
documentation and accounting, ﬁnancial
discipline, focus on goals, good manners,
speaking skills, focusing on subject, clarity
of expression, being ﬁrm yet soft in
presentation
and
self-reliance.
Bhau-Ajoba insisted that “I earn while I
learn” and helped me get a part- time job
of “facility manager” in his society. It was
an enjoyable journey. I made many friends
at VSM through monthly meetings and at
hostel. My school friend Karan Pardeshi
and I started a “Gappa” program with
students at VSM hostel, which eventually
turned into a themed program of
activities. Thus “Be Frank” was born!
Initially, this was a platform for students
to share our experiences, feelings,
thoughts. Now it has become a
“movement”! “Be Frank” is now conducted
at all 6 branches of VSM (currently
through virtual platform), and has also
reached many schools in Shahapur and is
loved by the children! The credit for this
great initiative goes to “Be Frank” team of
VSM students, as well as their KPs. Their
guidance,
appreciation
and
encouragement made this novel idea
blossom into an eﬀective tool to explore
creativity, talent, sharing of ideas and
learning.

Earlier Be Frank Session in 2015
vsmthane.org
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When I passed B.Com. in 2012, I had no
clarity about my career path. So I did
diﬀerent kinds of jobs: at call center,
insurance
salesman,
educational
book-seller, sales oﬃcer at ICICI Bank, and
in a CSR department of a company. I was
confused, and again VSM came to my
rescue! In 2017, after one of VSM’s
monthly meetings, Geetatai Shah made
me sit down and think and discussed with
me the options I could pursue. She made
me focus on ﬁnding my own path,
connected me with Adititai Pandit of VSM
Pune branch. She asked me do my own
SWOT analysis and I realized that I had the
skills and desire to work in CSR ﬁeld. So I
enrolled for Part-time MBA at NMIMS,
Mumbai and in 2020, completed MBA in
Social Entrepreneurship. I am thankful to
VSM for steering me into the right path
and helping me explore my hidden
potential. Presently, I am working as a
Manager for Jai Vakeel Foundation. This
NGO works for schools for individuals
with intellectual and developmental
disabilities, all over Maharashtra.

My journey is my destination. I write my
travel blog “ﬁrasti” (https://www.ﬁrasti.in)
and have launched my YouTube channel. I
continue to explore diﬀerent shades of
life through these journeys. My journey to
explore myself and life around me began
in VSM and VSM will always remain a
guiding post in my continuing journey!
VSM’s taught me the meaning of social
work: to make everyone “self-reliant.” This
was the inspiration for the VSM song I
wrote for Vardhapan Din which was
beautifully composed by my VSM friend
Saurabh Joglekar. VSM made me a lyricist.
As Dr. Anand Nadkarni Sir described in
“Vedh” workshop, every individual has a
personality. An NGO is a playﬁeld (Angan)
given to her/ him to experiment, fall, get
up, learn and experience the joy of life.
VSM has brought such a joy in our lives!

I am an avid traveler! I love to explore
places and people all over India on bicycle.

Anand Sapate with Be Frank Team
vsmthane.org

info@vsmthane.org

Anand with his Companion - Firasti
vsmthane
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Event Calendar

Event Calendar
Past

2021
(July to September)

July

September

Date: 11 July 2021
Programme Name:
Yoga in Daily Life for Nursing Students

Date: 05 September 2021
Programme Name:
Teaching Perspective during Pandemic
time for OTPT team

Date: 03 July 2021
Programme Name:
Science Career Guidance by Science
Team

Date: 17 July 2021
Programme Name:
ALPS Goal setting for Art faculty

Date: 18 July 2021
Programme Name:
Role of ITI education in Manufacturing
Process

August

Date: 01 August 2021
Programme Name:
Orientation of new MSW students by
Social Sciences Team
Date: 15 August 2021
Programme Name:
VSM Vardhapan Diwas

Date: 21 August 2021
Programme Name:
Presentation by Students – Fine &
Applied Arts team

Date: 22 August 2021
Programme Name:
Introduction to Industrial Automation for
ITI students

Date: 04 September 2021
Programme Name:
Financial planning for young
professionals for Engg. And IT students

Date: 18 September 2021
Programme Name:
ALPS Goals for BSW/MSW Students
and KPs

Date: 19 September 2021
Programme Name:
Orientation of New KPs and Students by
Medical Team
Date: 19 September 2021
Programme Name:
Computer Literacy for ITI students
Date: 26 September 2021
Programme Name:
Chala Boluya with Nursing KPs

Date: 26 September 2021
Programme Name:
Open your Minds for Architecture
students
Date: 26 September 2021
Programme Name:
First generation lawyers and
legal practice

Date: 22 August 2021
Programme Name:
Online resources for Legal ﬁeld – Law
Team
vsmthane.org

info@vsmthane.org

vsmthane
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Event Calendar
Forthcoming
October

November

Date: 17 October 2021
Programme Name:
Moot/Simulated Courts and its
importance for Law students

Date: 14 November 2021
Programme Name:
Research methodology for MSW/BSW
students

Date: 09 October 2021
Programme Name:
Session on Importance of LinkedIn for
Arts team

Date: 31 October 2021
Programme Name:
Technology in Medicine for Medical
students
Date: 23 October 2021
Programme Name:
CV writing and interview
Technique for Science Students

Date: 24 October 2021
Programme Name:
Article Writing for Archiecture Students

Date: 24 October 2021
Programme Name:
Making most of ﬁeld work experience for
Social Work students

vsmthane.org

info@vsmthane.org

Date: 14 November 2021
Programme Name:
Careers in Defence, Sales and Govt.
sector for Engg. And IT students

Date: 21 November 2021
Programme Name:
Intro to underwater welding for ITI team
Date: 27 November 2021
Programme Name:
Book Review for Arts team

Date: 28 November 2021
Programme Name:
FOMO Vs JOMO by Medical Team

Date: 29 November 2021
Programme Name:
Financial Modelling and Analysis by
Commerce Team

December

Date: 23 December 2021
Programme Name:
CV writing and Interview technique for
Science stream

vsmthane
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VSM in Numbers

Vidyadaan Sahayyak Mandal (VSM) Thane, is a registered Charitable Trust working in the ﬁeld of education, providing ﬁnancial
support to deserving students from weaker sections of society to
complete education and become self-suﬃcient.

350 300 514 6
Students

Volunteers

Alumni

Branches

230
Villages

Website: www.vsmthane.org

You Tube: www.youtube.com/user/vsmthane
FB: www.facebook.com/vsmthane

Twitter: www.twitter.com/vsmthane

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/vsmthane/
Instagram: www.instagram.com/vsmthane
www.vawesomes.wordpress.com

Email

connect@vsmthane.org

Contact details

Vidyadaan Sahayyak Mandal, Thane, Block No. 2, 1st Staircase, 1st Floor,
S.T. Stand Building, Khopat, Thane (W) – 400 601
Tel: +91 9987437446 (Trust Reg. No. E6717 (Thane) dated 21/03/2011)
vsmthane.org

info@vsmthane.org

vsmthane
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